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NAVADAN TOOL CARRIER
Product group: 025  Product number: 2009040
The Navadan Tool Carrier is a complete system designed for high pressure cleaning of cargo holds.

Product information

Navadan Tool Carrier is our newest generation in our safe cleaning in heights series. The system is fitted with 3 turbo nozzles,
which provide a much more efficient cleaning of your cargo holds. In addition, it is safe to use for your crew, due to the innovative
connection system. When connected to our Unitor™ HPCE Dynamis 350™, it will deliver 180 bar out of three turbo nozzles. In conjunction with the Navadan Hotbox
the water temperature can be increased over 75°C which provides excellent cleaning results for oily deposits. Pressure can be increased to 250bar, if connecting the
unit to Unitor™ HPCE Dynamis 500 machine.

Supplied with

Base unit with wire system - 1 pc
2 mtr aluminium poles - 10 pcs
Top rigging assembly - 1 pc
Tool carrier incl. 3 x turbo nozzles - 1 pc
50 m electrical cable - 1 pc
20 m High pressure hose - 2 pcs
500 bar trigger gun - 1 pc

Features

Safe working environment, no entanglement in ropes, hoses or cables on tank top
Wire system makes the tool carrier easier to operate and with less strain on the operator
Does use freshwater only, hence freshwater rinse is not required after the high pressure cleaning
Can reach total height of 20 mtr, which is sufficient for most vessels
Designed for our Unitor™ HPCE Dynamis 350™

Benefits

Only two persons operation, meaning less manpower required
Fast assembly, as there can be set up both in cargo hold and on deck at the same time
Ensures very efficient cleaning, due to the distance of nozzles from the side of the cargo hold
The turbo nozzles, gives a much better cleaning effect, than standard flat nozzles
Only uses 18 ltr/min, meaning less water accumulated for cleaning and less to discharge ashore
Less force on the operator, as the winch is doing the job. No hard pushing is required
Safe operation in cargo hold, due to the electrical winch with brake
Can easily overcome welding seems and other obstacles
Delivered as a kit with HPC, Hotbox

Specification

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions L x W x H [mm] 2230 x 830 x 980

Weight [kg] 312
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